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ABSTRACT 
Resource allocation is used to assign the available resources in an economic way. It is the part of resource management. In 
project management, resource allocation is the scheduling of activities and the resources required by those activities while 
taking into consideration both the resource availability and the project time. A process must request a resource before using it 
and must release the resource after using it. This problem can be modeled as graph coloring problems So that no adjacent 
process has same resource at the same time. Given a graph G = (V, E), the independent set problem is that of finding a 
maximum-cardinality subset S of V such that no two vertices in S are adjacent. In this paper an efficient algorithm, called 
Random Number Selection Algorithm (RNSA), is designed to find the maximum independent set of a graph with few variations 
of graph. 
Keywords: project management, maximum cardinality, maximum independent set, resource allocation. 
 
1. Introduction 
An independent set of a graph is a subset of vertices in which no two vertices are adjacent. The maximum independent 
set problem (MIS)[2,3,4,8,12] calls for finding the independent set of maximum cardinality. MIS has many important 
applications, including combinatorial auctions; graph coloring, coding theory, geometric tiling, fault diagnosis, pattern 
recognition, molecular biology, and more recently its application in bioinformatics have become important. In this 
paper a competent algorithm called Random Number Selection Algorithm (RNSA) is presented to find the maximum 
independent set of the graph. 
Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary undirected graph, where V = {1, 2, …, n} is the set of vertices and E  V × V is the set 
of edges. Two distinct vertices u and v are called adjacent if they are connected by an edge, an independent set S of G is 
a subset of V whose elements are pair wise non-adjacent. The MIS problem seeks to find an independent set with large 
number of vertices.  This algorithm follows following steps: 
 
1. Create random samples and choose maximum/minimum parent than their children on the basis of random   
     samples. 
2. Selected nodes should not adjacent. We can increase edges among nodes using random graph algorithm, for   
    example rdgraph (20, 2), create random graph of 20 nodes of minimum 2 & more edges between   two       nodes.  
3. Create   independent set   by maximum and minimum parent random number. Process will continue till V is    
     not null. Store nodes of first set in an array to create independent set. Now nodes in independent set are     removed 
from V. V contains total nodes of a graph. 
4. End of pass1. 
5. Repeat same algorithm with remaining V nodes. 
 
Graph coloring  is defined as coloring the nodes of a graph with the minimum number of colors without any two 
adjacent nodes having the same color [5,6,7]. For example, the linked list needs two colors and so does the binary 
search tree. It is a way of coloring the vertices of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share the same color; this is 
called a vertex coloring [6]. In 1912, George David Birkhoff introduced the chromatic polynomial to study the coloring 
problems.  A coloring of a graph is almost always a proper vertex coloring, namely a labeling of the graph’s vertices 
with colors such that no two vertices sharing the same edge have the same color. The problem is to partition of V into a 
minimal number of subsets of mutually compatible elements. It has been used to solve problems in school timetabling, 
computer register allocation, electronic bandwidth allocation, and many other applications. 
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2. Resource Allocation Problem 
To achieve  the  expected  levels  of   high  availability  and  faster  service,  new  methods  for resource allocation and 
management are needed. We consider the allocation problem as a scheduling problem. A critical issue in designing a 
distributed system is the resource allocation problem [1] namely, how to share available resources among the set of 
consumers. Dining philosopher’s problem [12] is also solved by resource allocation. Resource allocation is very 
important part of real time software design. Resources may be decided by the computer programs dynamically distribute 
to activities, so proposed algorithm is applied to find out allocate resources in graph in sets. For example, consider a 
system with one printer and one DVD drive. Suppose that process P1 is holding the DVD and process P2 is holding the 
printer. If P1 requests the printer and P2 requests the DVD drive then P2 waits for DVD which is held by P1 and P1 
waits for printer which is held by P2. 

         
Figure 1 Resource Allocation Graph 

Figure1 consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. The set of vertices V is partitioned into two different types of 
nodes: P = {Pi, Pi+1,……. Pn} the set consisting of all the active processes in the system, and  
R = {Rj, Rj+1 …Rm}, the set consisting of all resource types in the system. A directed edge from process P to resource 
R is denoted by P→ R, it signifies that process P, has requested an instance of resource type R, and is currently waiting 
for that resource. A directed edge from resource R to process P is denoted by R →P, it signifies that an instance of 
resource type R has been allocated to process P. Greedy algorithm can be used to color the graph. Resource allocation 
problem defined by explicit resource specification and exclusion specification and solved by shared memory. In explicit 
resource specification there are four users  ( u1,u2,u3,u4) and  Set R of resources (r1,r2,r3,r4). All users requirement for 
resources are different. For example u1 needs r1, r2 and u3 needs r2, r4, but in exclusion specification does not mention 
resources at all. 

 
2.1 Dining Philosopher Problem 
This Dining philosopher problem [12] is special case of resource allocation problem. There are n philosopher (process) 
seated around a table. Between each pair of philosopher is a single fork (resource). The philosopher needs exclusive use 
of the two adjacent forks. This guarantees lockout freedom. Following events occur for five nodes in Figure 2. 
1.  Process 5 obtain both forks. 
2.  Process 4 obtain its right fork, then waits for its left fork. 
3.  Process 3 obtain its right fork, then waits for its left fork. 
4.  Process 2 obtain its right fork, then waits for its left fork. 
This yield’s a chain in which process 2 is waiting for a fork held by 3, which is waiting for a fork held by 4, which is 
waiting for a fork held by 5. 
 
2.2 Resource Graph for  Dining Philosopher Problem 
We construct resource graph of dining philosopher problem. Here P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 are processes and 
F(1),F(2),F(3),F(4),F(5) are forks(Resources). Process P1 is waiting for a resource held by process P3. P3 is waiting for 
a resource held by process P4, which is waiting for a resource held by process P5. 
  

 
Figure 2 Resource graph for Dining philosopher problem 
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2.3 Coloring of  resource graph 
We color the graph in such a way that adjacent nodes have different colors. We try to minimize the number of colors 
used. In Resource Graph coloring the odd numbered resources with 1 color and the even numbered resources with color 
2.  In Figure 3 F(1), F(3) require color 1 and F(2),F(4) require another color 2,but F(5) require color 3 because waiting 
chain’s length is 3 in Figure 2 so minimum  3 colors used to color the graph. A process seeks a resource by putting its 
index at the end of that resource’s queue. When a process exit , it returns all of its resources by removing its index from 
their queues. In the coloring algorithm, the maximum length of waiting chain is at most equal to the number of distinct 
colors. Time bound is independent of the total numbers of processes and resources. The worst case time bound is 
O(mkc+kmkl). Where l be an upper bound on process step time and c an upper bound on critical region time. Let k be 
the total number of colors used and m be the maximum number of processes. 

 

 
Figure 3 coloring of resource graph 

 
3.  Related Works 
This include algorithmic techniques that can be used to solve graph problems efficiently in extremely large networks, as 
well as fundamental impossibility results that put limitations on distributed computing. 
One of the earliest works is graph coloring to find independent sets and improving by random sampling and 
partitioning. “Richard” (university of California) present a parallel algorithm that include the use of balanced 
incomplete block designs to replace random sampling by deterministic sampling, and the use of a “dynamic pigeonhole 
principle”, create independent subset by “killing” one end-point of each edge & independent set consisting of those 
vertices that were not killed by any processor in O (log n) time [12]. “Fabian khun” also present algorithm with unique 
id of node and create independent set of smallest id. “Sameer kurkure” algorithm is NP–COMPLETE. It is basically 
mapping distributed computation and parallelism which breaks the problem into individuals and fetch the results in 
acceptable time domain [6]. In 2001 “Stefano” explain in his paper [12] to execute set with maximum weight. In 
Number 1, 2010 “S.balaji” gives the concept of maximum cardinality and minimum vertex cover problem in [8]. 
“Eppstein” uses his bound to improve the time bound for coloring graphs in [9]. “Eric Vigoda” shows in his paper 2010 
how to de-randomize the algorithm using pair wise independence, but in this paper randomize the algorithm once. 
A major breakthrough in the understanding of the computational complexity of MIS was the randomized algorithm by 
Luby, achieving a runtime of O(log n) [4]. Luby’s algorithm cannot be easily transformed to work under our model 
since it assumes synchronous wake-up, knowledge about the neighborhood, and collision-free communication. In this 
algorithm randomly created graph execute independent set synchronously. The same model has also been the focus of 
research on two important problems called initialization problem and leader election problem in distributed networks. 
Nodes have access to a global clock and it is assumed that all nodes start the distributed algorithm at the same time. In 
this model serial number (random number) must be same at the time of execution in every pass. It overcomes the 
problem of fast MIS 2009 algorithm. FAST MIS changes nodes serial number at every pass. So it may be create 
difficulty. 

 
4.  Proposed Algorithm 
In Random Number Selection Algorithm, we find independent sets using random samples for maximum 500 nodes. We 
create random samples of vertices V then find neighbors of V and stored in a structure. Compare children’s random 
samples with parent, if a parent random sample is maximum then children’s random samples then choose parent. We 
store this parent in an array and repeat same procedure till vertex set is not null. This is first pass and creates one 
independent set. Flow chart (Figure:-4) showing first round procedure. Procedure goes through passes and finally create 
independent sets matrix. It consumes less time and fewer colors. It covers minimum colors for created independent sets, 
no two colors are adjacent. This is random sample algorithm. In this algorithm, graph creation is randomly and 
manually both are considered. 
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ALGORITHM 
 
Input:  graph G (V, E), where V is set of vertices And E is set of edges. 
Output: Graph initialization. 
1. Create random graph of vertices. 
2. Structure (id, rand-no, neighbors) 
3. While V~=null 
4. For i=1 to V 
5. If (parent RN (i)>neighbors of (i)) 
6. Arr=parent RN (i) 
    Fi 
7. If (Arr [] ==0) 
     Else 
     Arr=Arr-elements     
     Fi      
    */ 0- Arr elements are not neighbors &  
    */ 1-Arr elements are neighbors. 
 8. Nei =neighbors of Arr 
 9. V= (V-Nei) 
 10. V= (V-Arr)  
 11. U=union of Arr 
 12. End of while 
 13. Indset=U 
 14. End of pass 1 
 15. Construct graph with remaining nodes. 
 

 
Figure 4: Flow chart of RNSA algorithm 
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5.  Random Number Selection Algorithm 
Random Number Selection Algorithm implemented in two ways to find independent sets. First by creating random 
graph and second is manual graph. In random graph we create random graph of V vertices and undefined edges. Edges 
are randomly created.  A Graph (V, E) where V is set of vertices & E is set of edges. Random number created by rand 
(n, 1) method. It is predefined in mat lab. This command used to create random samples of n. Random samples are in 
[0, 1] range. Create different values at every execution of this command, so random graph is also different at every 
execution. This algorithm creates graph according to random numbers in random and manual graph. In random graph, 
for same number of nodes created graph is different and for each execution of algorithm independent sets are different 
with different time and colors. But in manually created graph nodes and edges and constructed graph are same and 
independent sets are almost fixed. In both cases we choose maximum and minimum parent random number than their 
children. Remove their children or neighbors from vertex set V, till V is not null. Selected nodes means selected parent 
nodes are stored in an array and after completion of round 1 union all nodes which are stored in array and create 
independent set. This is first independent set. Independent set nodes are now removed from V and repeat same 
procedure for remaining nodes and create independent sets, give colors to sets and measure time required to execute 
independent sets. Construct the graph with nodes colors and independent sets. Now resultant graph shows that no two 
nodes are adjacent. 

 
5.1  Random graph 
 Random graph created by the algorithm rdgraph (G, V). In this algorithm, we create a random graph of V vertices and 
edges decided randomly. Graph created randomly. 
This graph is implemented by two ways:- 
 
5.1.1 Max.  Random number 
This algorithm depends on maximum parent random number. If parent random number is greater than their all 
adjacent (neighbors) nodes then we choose parent random number in an array, and check whether they are neighbors 
together or not and then apply main algorithm on this array to find out independent set in first round. Repeat procedure 
while V is not equal to null. Figure 5 showing all independent sets colored with different colors and no two nodes are 
adjacent. 

 
Figure 5: independent sets 

 
Table 1 showing total no. of nodes and rounds, in each round execute one independent set and corresponding time also. 
In round 1 {1,2,3,6,8,10} ,round 2{4,7,12,13},round 3 {5,9,14,15,16,18}, round 4 {11,17} sets created.  Four colors 
(Red, Green, Sky blue and purple) are given to graph to color. Maximum time is 0.2483is required to execute graph of 
four independent sets and four colors. 

 
Table 1: Independent sets in different rounds in random graph 

Type of 
graph 

No. of 
vertices 

Rounds Independent sets Max. random no. 
selection time 

Graph 
created 
randomly 

18 Round1 {1,2,3,6,8,10} 0.2483 
Round2 {4,7,12,13} 
Round3 {5,9,14,15,16,18} 
Round4 {11,17} 
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5.1.2 Min. random number  
This algorithm depends on minimum parent random number. If parent random number is less than their all adjacent 
(neighbors) nodes then we choose parent random number in an array, and check whether they are neighbors together or 
not and then apply main algorithm on this array to find out independent set in first round.  Repeat procedure while V is 
not equal to null. Create graph of colors and independent sets and minimum time. 

 
5.2. Manual graph  
Graph created manually by fixed nodes and adding edges among vertices, and then added to graph by add (g, edges) 
syntax. This add (g, edges) command is to add edges to graph. Edges can’t change at the time of execution. This graph 
is represented by graph (V, E) where V is set of vertices and E is set of edges added manually. In this algorithm we 
create random samples of nodes and choose maximum and minimum parent random number same as random graph. 
This algorithm also contains two more algorithms:-          

                                 
5.2.1 Max. Random number 
This algorithm also find maximum parent random number than their children , and store in an array then check 
whether  they are neighbors together or not  and  remove neighbors of selected parent nodes apply same procedure 
while V is not null. Union all the array nodes and create independent set after completion of round 1. Figure 6 shows a 
graph with four colors and edges. 

 
Figure 6 : independent sets  

 
Table 2 shows the 18 vertices with four rounds and four colors. In round 1 independent set{1,2,6,8,13,17}, round 2 
{3,4,10,12,15,18},round 3 {5,7,9,11,14} and round 4 {16} are created. Maximum time is 0.2058 seconds to execute 
graph of four independent sets and colors.  

 
Table 2: Independent sets in different rounds in manual graph 

Type of 
graph 

No. of 
vertices 

Rounds Independent sets Max. random no. 
selection time 

Graph 
created 
manually 

  
18 

Round1 {1,2,6,8,13,17} 0.2058 
Round2 {3,4,10,12,15,18} 
Round3 {5,7,9,11,14} 
Round4 {16} 

 
 

5.2.2 Min. random number  
This algorithm same as applied in maximum random number case, but we find minimum random number for further 
execution, and then apply main algorithm to find independent sets.  
 
6.  Results  
The Proposed Algorithm is implemented on Intel Core’2 Duo Processor, 2 GB RAM and 32-bit operating system in 
MATLAB 2008 software. Graph creates a comparison table of 18 nodes. In randomly created graph we calculate time 
and colors according to maximum random number and minimum random number. Same as in manually created graph 
we do. Independent sets are different for both the cases and random graph is different from manual graph. In table:-3 
we compare both algorithms random and manual by maximum and minimum time and colors used. In random graph 
maximum time is 0.2483 and minimum time is 0.2364 seconds and in manual graph maximum time is 0.2056 and 
minimum time is 0.2330 seconds. 
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Table 3: Time and color of both types of graphs 
Type of 
graph 

Max. 
time 

Color Min. 
time 

Color 

Random 0.2483 4 0.2364 4 

Manual  0.2058 4 0.2330 4 

 
Table:-4 represent time and colors with respect to fixed number of neighbors for the above test case graph of 18 nodes. 
Fixed neighbors means fix the edges and create maximum and minimum time and colors in both cases. 

 
Table 4: specification of test cases of fixed neighbors 
Fixed 
neighbor 

Max. 
time 

Color Min. 
time 

Color  

1 0.2256 3 0.2342 3 
0.2176 3 0.2107 2 
0.2070 2 0.2072 3 

2 0.3037 3 0.2528 3 
0.2678 4 0.2618 4 
0.2733 4 0.2647 4 

3 0.3654 5 0.2952 5 
0.3190 4 0.2868 4 
0.2845 4 0.4079 5 

4 0.3785 6 0.3588 6 
0.3532 5 0.3668 5 
0.4253 5 0.4260 6 

 
7. Conclusion 
Its execution in seconds due to less complexity & require optimized colors to color independent sets than any coloring 
methods. Apply colors according to independent sets & in this algorithm each node needs to inform all neighbors when 
deciding. Independent sets and colorings are related means each color in a valid coloring constitutes an independent 
set. Compute MIS from random numbers.  This algorithm chooses all nodes of higher random number. Each node is 
removed with constant probability in each round. Two strong checks to find out independent sets that no two vertices in 
set are adjacent. For this first we check parent id which is greater than /smaller than children, and second is review that 
they are not neighbors together. 
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